Home Learning Tasks Year 2
Please remember to use Numbots and Mathletics this week (your login details are stuck in the back of your reading record).
You could also play on the Phase 5 games on the Phonics Play website – www.phonicsplay.co.uk
Resources to support the learning have been included underneath the timetable. Not all resources need to be printed, they are just there to support.

9:00 – 9:30
PE

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out. Click
on the picture
to go to the
You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Create a
rhyming poem
We will be reading
the poem ‘Jump or
Jiggle’ by Evelyn
Beyer and creating
our own rhyming
poem based on
this.

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Find change
Flashback 4 starter.

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
Comprehension:
We will be
reading a text and
answering
questions.

History:
Our topic this term is ‘The
Victorians’. Find out about
‘Queen Victoria’ and create
a poster about her life. Try
and find out as much as
you can as it will help us
with our writing later in the
week.

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper.
• Coloured
pencils (to
decorate)
• A copy of the
poem has been
saved below.

Children will learn
how to calculate
change.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Find change’
worksheet.
• Coins to support
if available.

LUNCH TIME

11/01/21

BREAK TIME

Monday

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• A copy of the
comprehension
sheet has been
saved below.
‘Foxes’

Things to include:
• When she was
born/died.
• Facts about her life.
• When she became
Queen.
• Pictures.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story
Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
A chance to
share our work
about Queen
Victoria.
We will begin
reading the
chapter book
‘The Legend of
Spud Murphy’ by
Eoin Colfer.

9:00 – 9:30
PE

The Very
Hungry
Caterpillar –
Cosmic Yoga
adventure.
Click on the
picture to
follow the link.

10:00 – 10:45
English
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Write a
poem based on a
familiar
structure
We will be
reading a ‘Week
of Winter
weather’ by Wes
Magee then
recreating our
own poem based
on the structure.
You will need:
• Pencil /
Paper.
• Coloured
pencils (to
decorate)
• A copy of the
poem has
been saved
below.

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Make equal
groups
Flashback 4 starter.
We will begin our
multiplication and
division topic by
exploring equal
groups.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Make Equal

Groups’

worksheet.

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
Making
Inferences:

LUNCH TIME

12/01/21

BREAK TIME

Tuesday

Make inferences
based on a
picture and
answer questions.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• A copy of the
question sheet
has been
saved below.

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning
Jigsaw (PSHE):
Sharing Success!
In our lives we
have many
achievements, and it is
special to share them with
others. What are you proud
of? Fill the treasure chest
with pictures of your
achievements.

2:45 – 3:00pm
Join Mrs
Bloomfield on
Teams
Mrs Bloomfield
will be reading a
story during this
session.

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out. Click
on the picture
to go to the
You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT:
Understand and
use alliteration.
During a shared
writing exercise
children will
explore using
alliteration to
create a poem.
You will need:
• Pencil /
Paper.
• Coloured
pencils (to
decorate)

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics
Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Add equal
groups
Flashback 4 starter.
Exploring repeated
addition of equal
groups.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Add equal

groups’

worksheet.

LUNCH TIME

13/01/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

BREAK TIME

Wednesday

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
Quick Read
Comprehension:
We will be
completing a
shared read of the
text.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• A copy of the
comprehension
sheet has been
saved below.
‘How the
Kangaroos got
their tails’

Art:
Last lesson we looked at the
artist William Morris.
Today, I would like you to
recreate one of his pieces of
art. You can use any type of
media (crayons, paints etc.).
I will include a larger version
of the image in the resource
pack.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
We will share
some of our
wonderful
artwork before
continuing to
read the chapter
book ‘The Legend
of Spud Murphy’
by Eoin Colfer.

Tallulah the
Owlet – Cosmic
Yoga
Adventure.
Click on the
picture to
follow the link.

10:00 – 10:45
English

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Write an
acrostic poem
We will explore a
different type of
poetry and create
our own ‘Winter’
themed acrostic
poem.

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Use arrays
Flashback 4 starter.
Understand how to
show multiplication
using an array

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Adding
the suffixes -ful
and -less
We will be adding
ful and less to
given words.

History:
WALT: Order dates
chronologically on a
timeline
Using the information, we
have about Queen Victoria, I
would like you to make a
timeline of events from her
life. You can use the
resources in the pack, or you
can be creative in how you
present your timeline.

You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• Coloured
pencils (to
decorate your
completed
poem)

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Use arrays’
worksheet.
• If you have any
items like
lego/counters
they may be
helpful.

LUNCH TIME

14/01/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

BREAK TIME

Thursday

Some words can
have either ful or
less at the end,
but some can
only have one.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Copy of the
worksheet
saved below
(optional).

I will be impressed if you
add additional information
about Queen Victoria’s life
and fit it correctly onto your
timeline.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
Share our
History work.
We will begin to
read the book
Esio Trot by
Roald Dahl.

Keeping
physically
active is
incredibly
important.
This morning I
would like you
to join Joe
Wicks and
follow his live
work out. Click
on the picture
to go to the
You Tube
channel.

10:00 – 10:45
English
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
WALT: Write a
poem
We will be
exploring how
using repetition
can be used
effectively in a
poem. We will
write a seasonal
poem.
You will need:
• Pencil/Paper
• Coloured
pencils (to
decorate your
completed
poem)

11:15 – 12:00
Mathematics
Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Write
multiplication
sentences from
pictures
Flashback 4 starter.
Exploring how
pictures represent
multiplication
calculations.
You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• ‘Multiplication

sentences from
pictures’
worksheet.

LUNCH TIME

15/01/21

9:00 – 9:30
PE

BREAK TIME

Friday

1:00 – 1:30
Guided Reading

1:30 – 2:30
Own learning

Join Miss Allen on
Teams
WALT: Adding
the suffix -ly
We will be
learning how to
add -ly to given
root words. We
will create
sentences that
include these
words.

Science:
WALT: compare the
differences between things
that are living, dead and
have never been alive.
Find three items in your
house or garden. Draw and
label them. Is it living, dead
or has it never been alive?
How can you tell? Give three
reasons for each item.

You will need:
• Pencil / Paper
• Copy of the
worksheet
saved below
(optional).

You can use the worksheet I
have included in the resource
pack.

2:40 – 3:10
Shared work
and Story Time
Join Miss Allen
on Teams
Share our
Science work.
We will continue
to read the book
Esio Trot by
Roald Dahl.

4

Find change

Nijah buys a lollipop for 15p.
She pays with a 50p coin.
How can we work out the change?
Circle the calculation.

Dora has this money.
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Talk about it with a partner.

She spends 45p.
How much change does Dora get?

5

She pays with a £10 note.

Tommy has this money.
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How much change does Annie get?
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Annie buys this book.

He spends 41p.

 

How much change does Tommy get?

6
Alex has this money.
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Dexter buys these sweets.
He gives the shopkeeper £1 and 83p.
How much change does Dexter get?

70p

She spends 67p.
How much change does Alex get?



£

and

p
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7

Whitney, Jack and Amir each have £1

I paid for a drink
using one coin and I got
£2 and 19p change.

8

a) Whitney buys a bottle of water for 70p.
How much change does Whitney get?

Eva is wrong. How do we know?


9

Rosie and Tom buy some of these items.
Ch
o
te
la

How much change does Jack get?

9p

Water

co

b) Jack buys a box of raisins for 67p.

48p

25p

a) Rosie has a 50p coin.
She buys one item.

35p

Rosie’s change is all silver coins and one of
them is a 20p.



What did Rosie buy?
c) Amir buys a bottle of milk for 91p.
How much change does Amir get?

How do you know?
b) Tom has £1
What items could he buy?


How much change will he get? 
d) How did you work out your answers?
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All About... The Fox
Foxes are a member of the dog family, and are found
throughout the United Kingdom. Though they are like dogs,
they are only a little bit bigger than most cats. The male
fox is called a dog and a female fox is called a vixen.

Amazing Facts

Foxes have brilliant hearing. They can hear something
as quiet as a watch ticking, from 30 metres away! This would
be like hearing someone whisper from across the playground. As
well as having great hearing, they can run really fast. They can
run up to 30 miles per hour, which is really fast.

Did you know?

They are mammals, which means they
have warm blood and fur. Even though
they are nocturnal (move around and
eat at night), they can be seen during
the day. They like to sunbathe.

What do foxes eat?

Foxes are carnivores, which means they eat meat, but they will
eat berries off bushes and even look in rubbish bins for leftovers.
Baby foxes, called kits, drink milk from their mothers before they
start eating more usual foods like worms! Foxes will also hide
food to come back and eat later.

Where do they live?

Foxes are found in all sorts of places, or habitats.
They live with other foxes in dens in the countryside but
will also make their homes in towns and cities. You might spot
one if you are out on a dark night.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Airwolfhound (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution
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Questions

All About... The Fox

1. Foxes are only a little bit bigger than what animal?


2. What is a female fox called? 


3. How fast can foxes run?


4. Name two places you might find a fox. 


5. Name two things that a fox might eat.


6. From how far away can a fox hear a ticking watch?


7. What does nocturnal mean?


8. How do we know foxes are mammals?
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Make equal groups

2

The ten frames show equal groups.
a)       

1

Complete the sentences.
a)             

There are

equal groups of 10
There are

There are

tens.

b)        

equal groups with

in each group.
b)

There are

equal groups of 10

There are

tens.
There are

c)           

equal groups with

in each group.

There are

tens.
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3

Match the equal groups.

6

     

two 10s

4

2 sixes

6 twos

a)

There are 3 equal groups with 2 in
each group.

b)

There are 2 equal groups with 3 in
each group.

two 4s

Which pictures represent 4 equal groups with
5 in each group?
Tick your answers.
P E

E

P E

N

N

C E

C E

F I
V

N

E
F I
V

P E

N
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V

E
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V
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C E

E

C E

5

Draw triangles to match each sentence.

How can Eva make the groups equal?

What do you notice about your drawings?
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WALT: Make inferences based on a picture
Look carefully at the picture and answer the questions in full sentences.
1.

What is the boy doing?

2.

How is the boy feeling?
How do you know?

3.

Is the monster good or bad? How do you know?

4.

Does the boy know the monster well?

5.

Where do you think the boy and the monster are?

6.

Do you think the monster is real or a representation of something?

WALT: Know how to share our success with others
What are you good at?
What have you done that makes you feel proud? Discuss achievements
that you are proud of. Draw pictures of your different achievements
inside the chest.

Add equal groups

2

Write a number sentence to match the picture.
a)

1

Complete the sentences.
a)

There are

b)

equal groups with

in each group.
+

+

= 18

b)          

3

Rosie has 20p.
How many 10p coins could she have?

There are

equal groups with
How many 5p coins could she have?

in each group.
How many 2p coins could she have?
+

+

+

= 20
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4

Draw a picture to represent the
number sentence.

5

Dexter has five of the same coins.
How much money does Dexter have if these
are the coins?

a) 8 + 8 = 16

a) Dexter has five 1p coins.
b) Dexter has five 2p coins.
c) Dexter has five 5p coins.
d) Dexter has five 10p coins

6
b) 2 + 2 + 2 = 6

Complete the sentences.
a) 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12
There are

equal groups with

in each group.
b) 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 14
There are

equal groups with

in each group.
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How the Kangaroos Got Their Tails
11 A long, long time ago, two kangaroos lived in the country
20 now known as Australia. The large, brown kangaroo was
30 from the plains and the smaller, grey kangaroo was from
41 the hills. One day, the grey kangaroo really wanted to eat
53 some wild bush honey, so he followed a swarm of bees to
65 their hive in the hole of a rock. The grey kangaroo reached
76 inside and pulled out a handful of gooey honey. It was
85 delicious and now the big, brown kangaroo also wanted
95 some for himself. The grey kangaroo told him to reach
108 his arm right into the back of the hole to get the tastiest
113 honey. The brown kangaroo did
121 this but all he pulled out was a
126 handful of spiders. He had
128 been tricked!

Quick Questions
1. How do you think the grey kangaroo was feeling
when he followed the bees?


2. Which was the largest kangaroo?

3. Find and copy the word that means the same as
the adjective ‘sticky’.

4. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show the order
they appear in the text.
The brown kangaroo pulled out a handful of spiders.

The grey kangaroo followed the bees.
The grey kangaroo ate some wild bush honey.

Answers

How the Kangaroos Got Their Tails
11 A long, long time ago, two kangaroos lived in the country
20 now known as Australia. The large, brown kangaroo was
30 from the plains and the smaller, grey kangaroo was from
41 the hills. One day, the grey kangaroo really wanted to eat
53 some wild bush honey, so he followed a swarm of bees to
65 their hive in the hole of a rock. The grey kangaroo reached
76 inside and pulled out a handful of gooey honey. It was
85 delicious and now the big, brown kangaroo also wanted
95 some for himself. The grey kangaroo told him to reach
108 his arm right into the back of the hole to get the tastiest
113 honey. The brown kangaroo did
121 this but all he pulled out was a
126 handful of spiders. He had
128 been tricked!

1. How do you think the grey kangaroo was feeling
when he followed the bees?
Accept any sensible answer linked to the text,
e.g. Hopeful that he would find some honey.
2. Which was the largest kangaroo?
the (large) brown kangaroo
3. Find and copy the word that means the same as
the adjective ‘sticky’.
gooey
4. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show the order
they appear in the text.
3 The brown kangaroo pulled out a handful of spiders.
1 The grey kangaroo followed the bees.

2 The grey kangaroo ate some wild bush honey.

Use arrays

1

3

How many pears are there?

+

×

+

=

=

There are
2

Write two additions and two multiplications for
the array.

pears.

4

×

There are

+

×

=

+

+

×

=

=

+

=

What do you notice?

How many stars are there?

+

+

Write two multiplications for this array.

=
×

=

×

=

=

stars.
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5

Draw an array to show 7 × 3

7

Complete the number sentence.

Draw dots to show each multiplication in
two ways.
The first one has been done for you.

Multiplication

Array 1

Array 2

3 × 8

2 × 5

7 × 3 =
Is there more than one way to draw the array?
6

4 × 9

Draw three different arrays to show 12
6 × 1

8

Can you see the multiplications 5 × 4 and 4 × 5
in the array?

Talk about it with a partner.
© White Rose Maths 2019

WALT: Adding the suffixes -ful and -less
Try adding ful and less to these words. If you think you have made a
real word write it on the correct side. There are some words in there to
trick you!
Some words can have either ful or less at the end, but some can only
have one.

ful
useful

less
use

useless

care
peace
power
hope
spot
harm
grate
tooth
help
pain
name
taste
Challenge: Choose 5 of the new words that you have made and write
sentences for them.

1819

1837

Princess Victoria is born.
Victoria becomes Queen
1848

1861

The first Christmas tree is
introduced.

Prince Albert died of Typhoid

Cut out the events and correctly order them on the timeline.

1840

Queen Victoria marries Prince
Albert
1901

Queen Victoria dies.

WALT: Order events chronologically
Queen Victoria

Multiplication sentences from pictures

1

c)

Complete the sentences to match the picture.

lots of

=

a)
multiplied by

lots of 3 =
multiplied by 3 =

×

=

=

d)

× 3 =

b)

lots of

=

multiplied by

=

lots of 6 =
×

=

multiplied by 6 =
× 6 =
© White Rose Maths 2019

2

b)

Draw a picture for each sentence.
a) 4 lots of 5

lots of
b) 2 multiplied by 4

×

=

=

What is the same about the number sentences?
What is different?
c) 3 × 5
4

a) The answer is 12
What could the multiplication be?

3

Complete the sentences for each picture.
a)

Compare answers with a partner.
b) Now the answer is 15
What could the multiplication be?

lots of

×

=

=

Can you write more or fewer multiplications
for 15?
© White Rose Maths 2019

WALT: Add -ly suffix to given root words
Root word

-ly

Root word

shy

quiet

sweet

soft

clean

wise

rude

loud

first

brave

nice

safe

slow

love

sad

strange

cold

quick

-ly

WALT: compare the differences between things that are living, dead and have never been alive.
Draw your item:

Draw your item:

Draw your item:

Is it living, dead or has it never been
alive? How can you tell? Give three
reasons:

Is it living, dead or has it never been
alive? How can you tell? Give three
reasons:

Is it living, dead or has it never been
alive? How can you tell? Give three
reasons:

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

